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Are you ready to meet the most dangerous TANK in the galaxy? If so, this is the game for you! A
total of more than 250 missions await you – shoot through the hordes of the Alien armies, use the
unique Tier-X sniper rifle to take out enemy TANKs and a host of other threats, and see if you can

make it from beginning to end… But how will you do it? Will you arrive at the end alive? Or will you
die under the onslaught of alien arms? Play alone or with a friend in 2-4 player co-op, and get a good

hold on your suit’s trigger before you head out into the battlefield! EXPLORATION – No matter how
many missions you’ve already played, there is always a new story and more rewards to uncover. Are
you ready to meet the most dangerous TANK in the galaxy? If so, this is the game for you! * Length:
120+ missions * Game Modes: Campaign, Survival * WEAPONS: 9x62mm and 9x25mm Shooters *

Consumables: 9x62mm and 9x25mm Shooters * Crosshair: X-95 and CN9 * EXPLORATION: No matter
how many missions you’ve already played, there is always a new story and more rewards to

uncover. Are you ready to meet the most dangerous TANK in the galaxy? If so, this is the game for
you! ** Game Modes: Campaign, Survival ** WEAPONS: 9x62mm and 9x25mm Shooters **

Consumables: 9x62mm and 9x25mm Shooters ** Crosshair: X-95 and CN9 ** Exploration: No matter
how many missions you’ve already played, there is always a new story and more rewards to

uncover. Are you ready to meet the most dangerous TANK in the galaxy? If so, this is the game for
you! * Length: 120+ missions * WEAPONS: 9x62mm and 9x25mm Shooters * Consumables: 9x62mm

and 9x25mm Shooters * Crosshair: X-95 and CN9 * Exploration: No matter how many missions
you’ve already played, there is always a new story and more rewards to uncover. Are you ready to

meet the most dangerous TANK in the galaxy? If so, this is the
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Tiger Fighter 1931 MP039 Features Key:
1931 TIGER THUNDER & CO., LTD 【通常供應】

78 level，20 pilots
7 planes to take part in the action

6 levels of air battle modes
Building smashing level to help you feel more terrific

Scramble for the best plane
Tactics of air battle

You can place the plane at any level
Buttons are simple and intuitive

Below is TIGER BOMBER'S game play video, please enjoy.

How to play this game?
Start the game and click the button PAGEUP/PAGEDOWN to change the number of levels, click the planes,
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